Positive Family Relationships
Recognise that you all
cope in different ways
Don't expect your family to behave in
exactly the same way that you do. It's also
important to be compassionate and
understanding of other people's coping
mechanisms.

Stick to a routine
It is important to stick to a routine
while in lockdown. Keep to the same
work times and make room for breaks.
It also helps that you do school work at
a desk downstairs. If it is getting a bit
much working with siblings or parents
then go in to a different room for some
space.

Give everyone a say in what to
do
As well as thinking of ways to spend time together
during lockdown and keeping your distance, it's also
really important to make sure everyone gets a chance
to decide. A good idea is to stick a list to the fridge
door that anybody can add to for different activities.
The activities can be pulled from a hat/plastic bag and
that activity is what you do as a family.

Be patient and avoid criticism
Avoid criticism and try to be patient and generous in
your communication. If you feel overwhelmed let
family members know that you need a few minutes
space rather than just storming off. If tempers do get
frayed, give everyone the benefit of the doubt and try
to work it through later when everyone is calmer,
doing some exercise or going for a walk is a good way
to calm down.

Try to see the positives
It is so easy to focus on the negative
aspects of social distancing, like not being
able to go out or to see friends, it's also
important to remember the positives, too.
Keeping a gratitude journal, or listing the
things you're grateful for when you wake
up or go to sleep can be really useful for
reminding yourself to focus on the
positives.

Having boundaries in place
A massive part of having healthy
boundaries is respecting each other's spaces
in the house.Agree that a closed door means
someone is working, reading or wants some
quiet time. Or you can even make your own
'do not disturb' and 'come in' signs, so that
everyone is clear on what is acceptable. But
try not to be confined to your bedroom.
have a movie night or games night to keep
connection between all family members.

Keep communicating
It is easy to forget about other family members or friends. Try to
get together as extended family and have a group call or Zoom call
where you can play games with other family members or friends.
This is a good way to keep connected and keep communicating
with others.
Also a check in with school friends is a good ideas as you can see
how they are getting on and talk about how you are getting on.

For more wellbeing tips and advice follow us at Wootton Park Wellbeing on Instagram.
Or to speak to a member of the wellbeing team, go to
www.schoolinterviews.co.uk and enter code bky83 to book a call.

